TO BE CLEAR

Water Works Products from Whitlam, for the Clean Alternative
All water quality, municipal and infrastructure engineers want a clean, clear alternative when it comes to lubricating the gasket joints from one pipe to the next. So much is riding on the outcome, including the voluminous flushing needed for an oleate-based lube. Blue Lube and Pipe Slime insure proper alignment of gaskets for correct fit during pipe installation. These are critically better products that improve the installation of all water pipes, especially potable water mains.

Independent tests performed by major municipalities show that these lubes will not promote turbidity or transfer taste and odor, and they completely flush out of the system. These are emulsified, polymer-based lubricants specially formulated for new gasketed pipe water-main installations. Water works and underground utilities, sanitary sewer and stormwater management professionals can all benefit from clean, easy-to-flush nontoxic lubricants that will not promote bacterial growth.

This is simply better chemistry and the results are outstanding:

- 100% water soluble
- Non-receptive to bacteria
- Easy to flush
- Nontoxic

Blue Lube, the Clean Alternative

A blue viscous gasket lubricant for any rubber and plastic gasket used in mechanical pipe coupling, Blue Lube will not promote turbidity in the line. Suitable for use on potable water systems, Blue Lube works well on wet or dry surfaces. It is odorless, cleans up easily, and is safe for use on all metal and plastic pipe. Blue Lube uses 50% less insertion force. It is a sure, safe alternative to oleate-based lubricants.

Pipe Slime, for All Weather Conditions

Pipe Slime is safe to use on all metal, plastic and rubber gasketed pipe and is great for use with mechanical couplings. Pipe Slime will not sweat out of the joint or lose its consistency in any climate. A green viscous gasket lubricant, Pipe Slime has a low freeze point, making the all-weather formula excellent for low-temperature applications. Pipe Slime’s advanced formula also allows for pre-lubricating of gaskets before assembly.
Whitlam has the essentials you need for all water main installations, underground works, and related infrastructure. Our products can take you from clean start to clear finish on any job. Lubricants, tools, solvents, one-step cements, pipe coatings, sealants: professionals who need to work with the right materials go with Whitlam.

Our paints and markers will ensure that you complete the job with quality and security. These include Fluorescent Leak Tracer Dyes, Pro-Stripe Marking Paints, Talon Direct to Metal Industrial Enamel, and Black Dragon Gilsonite Asphalt Paint.

We will provide everything you need to get the project done correctly the first time, including Talon Hand Towels and other important accessories.
J.C. Whitlam is a manufacturer of quality pipe joining materials and provider of quality hand tools. An industry leader in both quality and service, J.C. Whitlam Manufacturing Company has been providing Just the Right Chemistry™ for the piping industry since 1900.

Whitlam products are used worldwide, and we work regularly with municipalities and engineers to identify appropriate solutions. Our products are formulated and engineered for the professional, from the latest production technology and the finest quality raw materials available. Whitlam prides itself on not only meeting industry standards, but exceeding them with innovative products.